
Crude oil markets have been preoccupied with U.S. shale production, and more recently, potential long-term global 
growth concerns. On a seemingly daily basis, data released by the U.S. Energy Information Agency (EIA), questions 
surrounding the Iranian contribution to supply, and the vacillations of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries 
(OPEC) members are broadly, and often incorrectly, interpreted by market participants, causing extreme movements in 
the price of crude oil. However, a potentially important, albeit less widely followed, dynamic in the shorter-term 
crude price situation is the viability and volume of floating storage. 

Interestingly, what is often misunderstood by some market observers examining crude fundamentals is that the 
incentive for floating storage is not actually storage. It’s economics. 

Under the right conditions, storing crude oil on a tanker can lock in a profit. The two key variables are: 1) tanker rates, 
and 2) crude oil contango.  Savvy crude oil traders at both producer firms and the traditional commodity houses monitor 
these factors with an eye to generating profit given current depressed price conditions.

Here’s an example:

Under the assumption that three months of storage will be required, a company must determine what it will cost to 
store in a tanker over this period.  The first, and most obvious step, is to factor in the capacity and expense for a Very 
Large Crude Carrier (VLCC), which can hold and transport 2 million barrels of oil. Currently, rates for this type of vessel 
are approximately $50,000 a day (the chart below shows rates from the Arabian Gulf to Asia).  It will cost $1.5 million 
(30 days x $50,000) per month, or $0.75 ($1.5 million/2 million barrels) per barrel per month to store 2 million barrels of 
crude on a VLCC .

Beyond the tanker expense, additional costs include bunker (or fuel) and electricity, finance costs on the original oil 
purchase, and insurance. Together these costs are approximately $0.25 a barrel per month, so in total, this results in an 
overall cost of about $1 a barrel per month.  Now that this cost has been established, the profitability of tanker storage 
is dependent on the crude oil curve.

Please note that the information herein represents the opinion of VanEck and these opinions may change at any time and from time to time.
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Source: Bloomberg, Poten and Partners. Data as of February 8, 2016.   
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In three months (the assumed length of time the crude oil will be stored), if the future oil price is more expensive than 
it is now, the curve is in contango (as seen in the upward sloping curve in the chart below). More importantly, this 
price difference between the May Brent crude contract and the August Brent crude contract is about $2.40 (see chart  
below) so storing crude at current tanker rates does not make sense.

As markets move, the equation changes: for example, if the Brent curve contango widens (meaning the spread 
between May prices and August prices is, say, $4), then there is scope for tanker rates to rise and have still to be  
a profitable transaction.

Therefore, the levels of crude oil stored on tankers are not purely a byproduct of the imbalance between production and 
demand as is widely expressed in the mainstream.  It is crucial to understand that these levels more clearly reflect simple 
economics and the motivation of producer firms and traders to make a profit.
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Source: Bloomberg. Data as of February 8, 2016.   
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